In recent years, problem solving, automatic proof and human-like test-tasking have become a hot spot of research. This paper focus on the study of solving physical problem in Chinese. Based on the analysis of physical corpus, it is found that the physical problem are made up of ntuples which contain concepts and relations between concepts, and the n-tuples can be expressed in the form of UP-graph (The graph of understanding problem), which is the semantic expression of physical problem. UP-graph is the base of problem solving which is generated by using physical knowledge graph (PKG). However, current knowledge graph is hard to be used in problem solving, because it cannot store methods for solving problem. So this paper presents a model of PKG which contains concepts and relations, in the model, concepts and relations are split into terms and unique IDs, and methods can be easily stored in the PKG as concepts. Based on the PKG, DKP-solving is proposed which is a novel approach for solving physical problem. The approach combines rules, statistical methods and knowledge reasoning effectively by integrating the deep learning and knowledge graph. The experimental results over the data set of real physical text indicate that DKP-solving is effective in physical problem solving.
INTRODUCTION
Developing machine solver [1] has become an active research topic since the 1960s and recently it has developed rapidly under the influence of fast advance of artificial intelligent (AI), HumanComputer Interaction [2] , machine learning [3, 4] , and pattern recognition. It can be applied to various courses, for all stages of the students to provide intelligent answer services. In this paper, we consider how to make machine solve physical problem in Chinese.
For physical problem in Chinese, its sentence structure and semantics [5] are complex and diversity, this improves the difficulty of problem solving, on the other hand, the machine does not have the congenital ability of understanding and analysing, it cannot correctly identify the semantic information of physical problem. However, it is simple for human. Human can apply unique brain thinking to get the semantic information for problem, and to solve them. So, it is a challenge which makes the machine completely imitate human learning and problem solving.
To make machine think like human in dealing with physical problem, one of the important prerequisites is to let machine understand the semantic information of physical problem and transform them into a knowledge representation that machine can understand. The study found that knowledge graph [6] can allow machine to understand the semantic information in the physical problem accurately. However the existing knowledge mapping model cannot achieve good results in problem solving [7] because of the lack of expression ability. So this paper presents a model of PKG for physical problem solving, it contains concepts and relations which are split into terms and IDs. From the perspective of knowledge expression, every physical problem is made up of n-tuples which contain concepts and relations between concepts. These ntuples can be expressed in the form of UP-graph based on PKG. By using UP-graph and the methods stored in the PKG, The physical problem can be solved finally.
The paper presents a novel approach called DKP-solving (solving the physical problem combine deep learning [8, 9] and knowledge graph). It consists of two stages: Firstly, the physical concepts and the relations are extracted by using deep learning, natural language processing (NLP) [10] and term set in PKG and grouped them in the form of n-tuples. By using PKG, UP-graph is generated which is the semantic expression of physical problem. Secondly, the plan of solving problem is given based on the UP-graph and methods stored in PKG. This novel approach of solving the problem is not just for the physical filed, it's also for other discipline, such as mathematic, biology and geography.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work about some researches on the automation of problem solving. The proposed novel approach is introduced in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the experiment and the process of physical problem solving. The paper closes with the conclusions and future work in the last section.
RELATED WORK
Around the task of problem solving, many companies and laboratories from domestic and foreign have made related studies. Here are some related works of problem solving from some authorities and companies.
In 1964, Bobrow et al. [11] developed the earliest intelligent teaching system-STUDENT which could solve the problem, this system can understand algebraic problem expressed in English, it transforms the text with the form of natural language into a relational model. By manipulating these relational models to achieve the problem of automatic solution. However, STUDENT store sentence structure is very limited.
After the 1980s, with the development of cognitive psychology, especially the classification of problem from semantic layer, promoting the further development of semantic understanding. Riley et al. [12] made a further solving of addition and subtraction problem in 1983, dividing it into three categories: combining problem, transferring problem and comparing problem. And they segmented 14 sub-categories from these three categories. In 1985, Kintsch et al. [13] made a deep cognitive research on one step addition and subtraction application problem. They put forward a characterization model of one step application to solve problem. In 1986, Dellarosa et al.'s [7] research based on the above two theories, the ARITHPRO system was developed which simulates the human cognitive process, to achieve the understanding of one step addition and subtraction application problem.
After the 1990s, the method of statistical natural language processing based on a large corpus were widely used in the field of natural language understanding and achieved good results. Andes Tutorial System is an intelligent tutoring system based on physical mechanics, through understanding the meaning of the problem, completing the interaction with the students [14] and providing problem-solving feedback.
In 2014, Stanford University published Modelling Biological Processes for Reading Comprehension [15] in the EMNLP. Firstly, the biological information process in the text through the forecast to build a rich representation structure, and then use this structure to answer the question, but only for biological knowledge .The Google Deep Learning Group used end-to-end neural networks to solve the problem of reading comprehension, with the application of imagebased Attention mechanism in a recurrent neural network (RNN) [16] and the emergence of Attention-based machine translation model [17] and Attention-based image [18] generation. It is usually said that RNN is unable to remember the text of longer distance text in the network related to timing information [19] , so Google deep mind mainly uses Attention's bidirectional Deep Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [20] , which is an improved version of the bidirectional RNN for solving the reading comprehension. Facebook and other companies and laboratories are also actively studying this issue. Especially Facebook's babi projects [19] in 2015, Facebook proposed a new Memory Network for understanding problem' meaning and solving problem according to MeNN [21] . Huawei's Noah's Ark Laboratories experimented with Babi's data set and achieved better results than Facebook's original test results. They used reasoning model [22] based on GRU [23] neural network. In addition, in 2016, Facebook built another data set for test and training neural network with solving the comprehension reading-children book test, referred to as CBT. In 2016, IBM Watson's researchers built a new set of depth models--Attention Sum Reader [24] , referred to as ASR which is a model that uses Attention to predict answers directly. This model draws on a structure called Point Network [25] . By summing the Attention values of the same word appearing at different text positions, and the value as the final answer probability distribution value. This model uses the deep learning library theano. Domestic and foreign related companies and research institutions have made a great contribution for improving the machine ability of problem solving, some researches are in the study of reasoning logical structure, and some using deep learning to solve the problem, but the key point of the present research is to allow machine to understand human intend, and to imitate human behaviour. Chinese sentence structure has unique syntax, complex semantic environment, which deepen the difficulty of problem solving, furthermore some of the knowledge in the application problem is hidden knowledge, more difficult to perceive. Therefore, DKP-solving is proposed to solve the above problems, and the experiment proved that it did improve the machine's intelligence. As shown in Figure 1 , DKP-solving has two stages. The first stage is called KC-1(Firstgeneration model for extraction of n-tuples) which steps are marked by black arrows, its purpose is to extract n-tuples, which combines the knowledge graph and the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [26] . Physical problem (INPUT) is entered the deep learning model (CNN) which built in step1. The classification results for every sentence in physical problem are got by step2. Combining those results with term set in PKG the n-tuple for every sentence are acquired by step3. Finally, physical problem can be represented by the n-tuples in step 4. At the second stage where the steps are marked by red arrows is called SP-1(First-generation for solving problem using knowledge graph), problem's n-tuples will form an UP-graph which is semantic understanding of physical problem in step 5. Under the premise of understanding the meaning of the problem, using the methods stored in the PKG to solve the problem in step 6, and finally get the problem solving process and answer (OUTPUT).
DKP-SOLVING ARCHITECTURE

KC-1's Building
Extracting n-tuples from physical problem helps to express physical semantic information accurately. By matching n-tuples and concepts in PKG, the purpose of building the UP-graph can be achieved which can help solve physical problem.
Definition 1 (Sentence Structure)
By analysing, it is found that the structure of the sentence in physical problem is limited. So the sentences can be divided into 5 types. These five categories are shown in Table 1 . In Table 1 , h is a conceptual term in physics, r is the relational nouns, characterizing the relations between h and t , t is usually the value of the physical quantity. u is the unit of physical concept. "_" is usually a word that does not represent the actual meaning in the sentence and does not affect the overall semantic meaning of the sentence, such as: "此"(this), "的" (of), and "已知"(a known). In order to reasonably explain the meaning of five categories, we give an example, as follows: "小物块的质量为 0.5" (The quality of small block is 0.5), "小物块" (small block) and "质量"(quality) are h , "为" (is) is r , " 0.5 " is t . It belongs to category A.
Definition 2(Classification-Model)
In order to classify the physical sentence, we use CNN. In physical text analysis, CNN can make it possible to deal with this kind of problem because of the limited length and the compact structure of physical sentence. In this model, the first layer embeds the word into the lowdimensional vector, and the text sequence is expanded into the word vector sequence; The second layer is convoluted with some length different convolution kernels, convoluted followed by the activation function; The third layer is the pooling layer and add dropout; The fourth layer is the fully connected layer and is classified by SoftMax [27] .
The Progress of KC-1
Firstly, each sentence in the problem can get the structural classification by the CNN. Secondly, every sentence in physical problem is segmented. Finally, the n-tuples for physical problem are extracted according to the term set of PKG and its struction.
SP-1's Building
The problem solving process which called SP-1, in this progress, we made a novel knowledge graph model (PKG) which can store semantic information and methods about physical problem. , that is, use the same semantic unit. In the model, Methods are seen as concepts, and have its semantic information and its ID, for example, the method which computes the gravity is split into term "method_of_compute_gravity_and_quality" and ID (206). Furthermore, the method has relations with gravity (202) and quality (204).
The Construction of PKG
Based on the model of PKG, we have built our own PKG which store physical concepts, relations between physical concepts, methods (calculation formulas) in concepts etc. In PKG, we split the physical concept into term and unique ID, term is semantic information of physical concept, and unique ID can be identified by machine, so the representation of physical concepts has two parts, one is term set, and the other is ID set. By this way, machine will be easy to solve the problem about synonymy and polysemy. PKG contains five physical upper concepts, such as "object", "physical quantity", "method", "unit" and "formula", and their unique ID number are "101", "102", "103", "104", and "105" respectively. There are a number of child nodes below each parent node, such as the parent concept "object" has the child concept "quality" and the child concept "gravity", in data layer, they are "101", "204" and "202".
In PKG, concepts are connected by a certain relation pair which contains two relations, for example, there are two relations ("is_a" and "superclass_of") between "object" and "small block", their unique ID number are "501" and "502". There are two relations ("has_instance" and "instance_of") between "object" and "quality", their unique ID number are "402" and "401", and there are two relations ("has_component" and "component_of") between "quality" and"methos_of_compute_gravity_and_quality", their unique ID number are "601" and "602". The concepts and relations formed UP-graph finally. A child concept inherits the nature of the parent concept, for example, child concept "small block" inherits the "quality" and "gravity" of the parent node "object", unique ID number of four concepts are "201", "204", "202" and "101". Method is also a concept and it is the key to solving physical problem, Each method node has its own inputs and outputs, as shown in Figure 3 , which provides a method of (G=m*g). The method is applied to calculate gravity (G), quality (m), and gravitational acceleration (g). Gravitational acceleration is constant, it is known that any one of gravity (G), quality (m), according the method (G=m*g) can be obtained unknown one. Every method has its own calculation form which can be expressed by formula in math, for (G=m*g), its form is (y=k*x). Table 2 shows some of the methods and the corresponding formula. Summary: This graph mainly including the four blocks. There are physical quantities associated with objects, the physical quantity needs to be measured by the unit, solving the problem requires methods, they are connected between each other. PKG can make machine understand the semantic of physical problem and then solve them. Figure. 4 is our PKG (part). 
The Process of SP-1
By KC-1, each sentence of physic problem will form an n-tuple, which contains some words. By searching the term set of PKG, it will be found that the corresponding concept for each word in every tuple, every concept will found their associated concepts in PKG, these concepts will form a tree for every word. Traversing the trees formed by each concept, trees and trees will be directly linked by related concepts, if no link between each other, with the help of their upper node in PKG to establish contact. So the UP-graph is formed. And then, according to the UP-graph, the known value, unknown value can be found. Simultaneously, the methods in the PKG also can be found, finally, this physic problem will be solved through the above steps.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Corpus
Different from the open source corpus of foreign language, physical corpus in Chinese are lacking. Therefore, a corpus was established for the experiment, in which data (25000) were crawled from the network about the physical problem. Per category has 5000 dates.
Data-Pre-Processing Rules and Parameter Settings
In the data pre-processing, we use Jieba and PKG for word segmentation. In order to make the classifier better, we set some parameters for CNN model, three kinds of kernels which window's size are 3*128, 4*128, and 5*128 are chosen. For the dropout rate, batch size, learning rate, we set to 0.5, 128, and 0.0001.
The Process of Solving Physical Problem
As far as we know, DKP is the first approach about solving the physical problems based on knowledge graph and deep learning. This also increases the difficulty of approach comparison, in order to make readers understand DKP better, we used one example to describe it. The result of the calculation is also given at the same time.
Physical problem (example M) is shown below:
一辆大巴车从甲地到乙地运送游客，已知该大巴车在行驶过程中受到的牵引力是重力的 0.15 倍， 质量为 5t，时间为 11hour，线路的长度为 70km，大巴车牵引力做功的功率是多 少？(A bus transport tourist from A to B, in the process of this line, traction is 0.15 times that of the gravity, the quality is 5t, time is 11hour, the length of the line is 70km, how much is the power traction work of the bus?)
Extract N-Tuples
The classification is shown in Table 3   Table 3 . Sentence classification of M
The n-tuples extraction result for M is:
SP-1's of M
M's UP-graph is formed according to the relations and concepts in Figure 5 , "bus" has the attribute of "travel distance ","travel time ","traction", "gravity"," quality ". Each attribute has a value and a unit. Such as: "quality" has a value of "5", the unit is "t"(ton). There is a relation between the value of "traction" and "gravity". X is the gravity value. Y is the traction value, Z is the work value, K is the power value. They represent unknowns. This graph lets the machine understand the meaning of each known or unknown physical quantity, and the relations between them. This part is called UP-graph, the other part stored in the figure are the methods. These methods can be used to solve the M. such as :"method_of_compute_time_power_work". M's solving progress are as follows: The value of the "gravity", "traction" and the "work" is the prerequisite for obtaining the value of "power". The machine will use the graph to think like human and use logical reasoning to solve this problem, and it will use the graph to find the question of M is the "power", the known physical quantities' value are: "quality", "line ", "time "the unknown physical quantities' value are: "gravity", "traction", "work", "power" .
M's solving progresses and result are as follows:
Step 1: Units are normalized according to "Unit conversion method". The step (1) for M's solving progress is shown in Figure 6 . By the Figure 6 , the value and unit of "time" become "396000" and "s"(second), the value and unit of "line" become "70000" and "m"(meter), the value and unit of "quality" become "5000" and "kg"(kilogram).
Step 2: According to the problem to be solved, we need to find the method of getting the value of "power". So, the method which named "method_of_compute_time_power_work" is suitable.
Step 3: Find formula in graph which matching the method, and the formula (y=x1*x2) is got.
Step 4: Find other physical quantities other than "power" in the method. They are "work" and "time". The step (2-4) for M's solving progress is shown in Figure 7 . Physical quantity in red circle is uncertain, and physical quantity (time) circled by green circle has value (39600). So,
(1)
Step 5: Find the method which can get the value of "work", and the method "method_of_compute_distance_force_work" is suitable.
Step 6: Find the formula which matching this method, the formula (y=x1*x2) is got.
Step 7: By the method, "traction" and "line" are found. The step (5-7) for M's solving progress is shown in Figure 8 . Physical quantity in red circle is uncertain, and physical quantity (line) circled by green circle has value (70000).That is, Z = 70000 * Y (2) Step 8: Find the method which can solve the value of "traction", by the graph, we can find the "gravity" and "traction" has a multiple relation, and the method "Method_of_compute_multipe_relation" can get the value of "traction" .
Step 9: Find the formula to match the method, and the formula is (y=k*x). The step (8-9) for M's solving progress is shown in Figure 9 . Physical quantity in red circle is uncertain, and physical quantity (times) circled by green circle has value (0.15).We can get:
Step 10: Find the quantity which has no value, we get "gravity".
Step 11: Find the method which can get the value of "gravity", the method which named "method_of_compute_gravity_and_quality" is got.
Step 12: Find the formula which matching the method, this formula (y=k*x) is hit.
Step13: Find physical quantities other than "gravity" in the method. It is "quality", and it has value. Figure 10 . Physical quantity in red circle is uncertain, and physical quantity (quality) circled by green circle has value (5000). Gravitational acceleration has default value (9.8). So, X = 5000 * 9. 8 (4) Flow chart of M's solving problem is shown in Figure 11 . Finally, the value of "power" and M's solving progress can be output. Z 514500000 K = = = 12992. 42 w 39600 39600 (8) So, the power of bus traction power is 12992. 42 w.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents a novel approach of solving the physical problem based on Deep Learning and Knowledge Graph: DKP-solving. It combines the CNN and knowledge graph. CNN is used to obtain the sentence structure in physical problem. And then according to the different syntax structure to extract n-tuples. In the process of extracting n-tuples, we are using the classifier and term set of PKG. So every sentence in the problem will be represented by the n-tuples which are used to form the UP-graph. PKG is play an important role in DKP-solving, different from other knowledge graphs, a new model of knowledge graph is constructed which contains concepts, relations, the model can effectively express methods which are key contents in solving problems. By UP-graph and methods, the machine can solve the physical problem effectively and intelligently. In this paper we only use a very traditional way to extract the n-tuples, In the future, we will try more effective n-tuples extraction method, machine solving method, in order to solve the physical problem more effectively. This method also can contribute to other fields, such as Chinese reading Comprehension, mathematical problem solving, and biological computing analysis and so on.
